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PAN Liting 

Senior Consultant 

Ms. Pan had been in Japan to pursue her studies for 8 years 

from 1993 during which she was sent to UK for academic 

exchange in 2000. In 2001, Ms. Pan graduated from the Law 

School of Kansai University (Japan) with LLM. 

 

During Ms. Pan’s study in Japan, she had been working in an international law firm in Osaka 

as paralegal and interpreter. Before being a member of Leezhao Law Office, Ms. Pan had 

been working in a large comprehensive law office in Shanghai which focuses on foreign 

concerned legal affairs, and acted as the senior consultant and paralegal in the key 

department in this law firm. 

With the background of studying abroad for a long time and the experience of working for 

the law firms inside or outside China as paralegal, interpreter or translator, Ms. Pan has 

acquired extensive legal knowledge, abundant negotiation experience and 

translation/interpretation skills. Her capacity of oral translation and written translation has 

reached high-level standard. Ms. Pan has ever worked for the corporations covered such 

areas as electronic manufacturing, financial service, trade and commerce, logistics, 

semiconductor, steel, automobile, fiscal affairs and taxes, environmental protection, and so 

on. Taking advantage of her understanding of the Japanese society and culture and the 

clients’ demand, Ms. Pan has a good communication with her clients, and gains deep trust 

from her clients. 

Ms. Pan has provided legal service for many multinational corporations and foreign invested 

enterprises, including: providing service in establishing a JV selling automobiles invested by 

a famous Japanese corporation and a large-scale stated-owned steel enterprise, 

conducting the due diligence to a local steel enterprise for a famous Japanese corporation, 

dealing with the issues arising from the PL between a Japanese multinational corporation 

and a Chinese electronic Hi-Tech corporation, making compliance manual for a large-scale 

Japanese fiber corporation, dealing with the project of establishing a metal wire processing 

enterprise for a large-scale Japanese metal mining enterprise, acting for an optics 

apparatus multinational corporation to manage the M&A affairs inside China, dealing with 

criminal issues of the employee for a large-scale Japanese metal mining enterprise , dealing 

with PL accident in relation with the automobile products for a large-scale Japanese 

automobile company, and so on. 

Ms Pan’s working languages are Chinese, Japanese, and English. 


